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the flash upload is started by j-link commander and once complete, it will flash memory map the binary data the mcu core has to access. the flash upload can be confirmed by checking the value of the flash upload flag in j-link commander. in case the upload is not finished, the flag will still be set. in case the
upload fails, the flag will be cleared but the upload can still be retried. check the c3520 configurator for a list of properties for configuring different aspects of the loader. for a list of files used by the configuration tool, see the flasher's site. for a list of properties, see the c3520 page. in ide, it can be used to
program stm32f030f4. for example, the stm32cubemx can be used to generate the appropriate project file, and then use this file to make the flash programming. this is more convenient than using the gui flash loader, as you don't need to type so many parameters to generate the project file. this video shows
you how to use the stm32cubemx to generate the project file for programming the stm32f030f4 microcontroller. you can use the generated project file to program the microcontroller using the stmflashloader.exe utility. you should receive a message from the file. if you do not, make sure that you have java
installed and working properly. if you still have problems, please submit a new topic in the appropriate forum on the forum and we'll be happy to help.. c3520 flash loader 7.5.4 csc v0.2 citrus lite. the most popular way to make j-link flash download work is to assign a virtual address (vad) to the flash memory,
which is where the flash downloader is loaded. the vad is an address that is outside of the physical address of the flash memory. the address of the vad is usually set to 0x0000, or a physically adjacent address of flash memory. using a single virtual address for all flash memory is more convenient for j-link.
however, not all flash memories are used by all programs (e.g. games use different flash memory than the cpu), so assigning a vad for every flash memory could also be a problem. this is the reason why j-link provides the flash loader function to assign a single virtual address to a flash memory. the flash loader
function can be used in both situations: where flash memory is used by a single program (e. the vad of the flash loader should be the vad of the flash memory) and where flash memory is used by multiple programs (e. the vad of the flash loader should be 0x0000).
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stm32) is a free software pc utility from stmicroelectronics, which runs on microsoft oss and communicates through the rs232 with the stm32 system memory bootloader. to get an example of how to execute the device bootloader, refer to the stm32 microcontroller system memory boot mode application note

(an2606). to get information about the usart protocol used in the stm32 bootloader, refer to the usart protocol used in the stm32 bootloader application note (an3155). 5ec8ef588b
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